
Dissecting La Piovra Ransomware

Executive Brief

The “La Piovra Ransomware” is the new kid on the block, however, it brings nothing new
compared to REvil / Sodinokibi ransomware family. Our research shows that this new group
potentially bought the original code from the REvil gang, powered up their own backend
infrastructure and went to business.

For those of you who don’t know, La Piovra means octopus, and probably this group is inspired
from the La Piovra tv show, about the italian mafia. They even have their own soundtrack:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtng11JJaac.

Affiliate Portal: http://wx3djgl4cacl6y4x7r4e4mbqrrub24ectue7ixyix2du25nfowtvfiyd.onion
Extorsion Blog: http://h3txev6jev7rcm6p2qkxn2vctybi4dvochr3inymzgif53n2j2oqviqd.onion
PayPage: http://et22fibzuzfyzgurm35sttm52qbzvdgzy5qhzy46a3gmkrrht3lec5ad.onion
Forum where I saw them advertising their services:
http://lk6myerfewzsn5niicgmxsjo7qld2xrrc36lz7yjshpgr54wviqlwvyd.onion/viewtopic.php@id=21
77.html

The group initially offered tech support over email at “lapiovra.oficial@protonmail.com” but it
seems they no longer do that and now they use tox chat, advertising the following ID:

C184415C5D67A4748A4934EA05905BDF415E7382F312ED8766DA20AE8BBC1005D459893
935C3

Technical Analysis

The malware stores encrypted configuration data with RC4 encryption in the .grrr. The name
differs among various malware variants:
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sections of the REvil / Sodinokibi payload

The configuration file contains information about which folders, files, and file extensions to
exclude from encrypting. It also contains information on which processes to kill, which services
to delete, how to escalate privileges with CVE-2018-8453, how to communicate with C2s, and
ransom note to display:

configuration file for REvil / Sodinokibi

The configuration file for REvil / Sodinokibi.

REvil / Sodinokibi identifies which keyboard languages are configured using
GetKeyboardLayoutList. It checks the primary language ID with a switch case. If one of the
chosen languages is configured, the malware shuts down. The malware authors do not want to
ransom files from the specific set of countries seen in the switch case below.

In this REvil / Sodinokibi variant, a check for Syrian was added, along with new checks for the
system language using GetSystemDefaultUILanguage and GetUserDefaultUILanguage:



Sodinokibi / REvil switch case for the primary language ID

Once the language checks pass, the malware continues its execution. It deletes shadow copies
from the machine with vssadmin.exe to make file recovery more difficult:

Shadow copy deletion with vssadmin.exe.



The ransomware iterates through all folders on the machine, encrypts all files, and drops a
ransom note in each folder. Once it has finished encryption, it changes the desktop wallpaper to
help inform the user of the attack:

Sodinokibi / REvil new wallpaper after the ransomware encrypts the files

The new wallpaper after the ransomware encrypts the files.

The ransom note for the ransomware.

After the malware encrypts the files on the target machine, it tries to establish communication
with a C2 server. In order to generate the URL for the C2, it iterates through a list of domains
configured in the previously decoded configuration file:

Sodinokibi domain list from the configuration file



The domain list from the configuration file.

The malware creates several random URLs using the domains with a combination of
hard-coded and randomly generated strings. A recent report by Tesorion covers the similarities
in the way REvil / Sodinokibi and GandCrab generate random URLs, which further strengthens
suspicions of a potential shared author:

The hard-coded strings for random URL generation.

Once the URLs are generated, the malware sends encrypted machine information to each of
the domains including usernames, machine name, domain name, machine language, operating
system type, and CPU architecture:



The data sent to the C2 server before encryption.

When the user clicks on the ransom note and enters the key, a page appears that lists the price
they must pay in bitcoin to retrieve their files:

CONCLUSION

In this blog, we took a deep dive into the REvil / Sodinokibi ransomware infection process, and
showed that even though the obfuscation techniques used by the ransomware authors are quite
simple, they are still proving to be very effective in bypassing most antivirus vendors.

Our analysis further supports the suspicion that the threat actors behind the REvil / Sodinokibi
ransomware are the same allegedly retired authors who created the GandCrab ransomware,
based on findings detailed in this report, such as: similarities in the language and countries
whitelist (Russian-speaking countries and even Syrian Arabic), the “revengeful” targeting of an
Ahnlab product for process injection, and the similarities in the URL-generation routine.

Since April 2019, the REvil / Sodinokibi ransomware has become very prolific and has become
the 4th most common ransomware within less than 4 months after its first appearance. It has
since gone through several minor updates, and it is our assessment that its industrious authors
will continue to develop the ransomware, adding more features and improving its evasive
capabilities.


